soil. The deal fell apart when the United States insisted that its agents have the full power of U.S. law to take fingerprints and make arrests inside Canada. The U.S. indifference to Canadian sovereignty concerns about U.S. law operating in Canada spiked the deal, writes Alden. "Nexus and fast lanes are a fine thing" to speed up border travel, but "what happened to the co-operative spirit between best neighbours?" 6 It was not present and the bottom line is that no sovereign country could make the kinds of concessions the Bush regime was demanding of Canada-one of its closest and most loyal allies.
The failure to work cooperatively reveals much about the security mentality gap that now separates the two countries. The United States is within its rights to demand new identification procedures under the Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative (WHTI), the law that requires all travelers including U.S. and Canadian citizens to present valid documentation when entering the United States; but Canada's concerns over privacy issues, which violate the Canadian Constitution, have been largely ignored. In May 2008, Canada's 10 Provincial Privacy
Commissioners spoke publicly against the U.S. requirement to have fingerprints and other personal data taken from readable travel documents. Significantly the United States has not been prepared to compromise with its new regulations in order to meet Canada's worries even halfway.
The hope that wait-lines will be reduced by embedded fingerprints and other readable data seriously underestimates the technological complexities of these new techniques. So far the experience with new high-tech border technology to reduce waiting times dramatically has failed to deliver real time efficiency on the ground, and much more time is required to get these systems up and running. Alden's eye-opening account should serve as a cautionary tale for those scholars who dream of a world in which sovereignty for the U.S. Congress is a thing of the past and high-tech scanners will make the border disappear for millions of day visitors.
Canadian Citizens and the U.S. War on Terror: A Tragic Narrative A second reason for the nosedive of the North American ideal is that since 9/11 Canadians have become increasingly skeptical of Bush's war on terrorism and the extraordinary powers that the security state has given itself. The point of reviewing the record to date is to underline the fact that, in terms of North American agenda setting, Canadians have deep misgivings about the Bush-Cheney security doctrine. According to recent public opinion polls, they are not supportive of the idea that the Canadian government should acquiesce to U.S. border security demands. It is significant that both at the micro level of border cooperation as well as at the big picture level, Canada and the United States do not share a meeting of the minds. One might have expected that the Bush and
Harper administrations would have found it easy to conclude an agreement on these large but practical concerns-they haven't. In terms of the U.S. Homeland Security doctrine, Congress is crystal clear that there are no special deals for Canada, any more than there are for Europe. 12 The cynic might argue that India has done much better in acquiring U.S. nuclear technology than
Canada has in easing wait-times at the Ambassador Bridge and other crossing points.
Increasingly, in terms of wait-times and other bureaucratic security arbitrariness, the northern border resembles a major United States-Mexico crossing point such as Nogales, Arizona. Waittimes regularly exceed an hour and can at peak periods be more than two-three hours; searches are frequent, and because of the frequency of hard questioning by U.S. border guards, many
Canadians feel ill-treated and angered by the arbitrariness of the procedures.
The Current Cycle of Deindustrialization, Job Loss, and Free Trade
The hollowing out of the North American ideal is also traceable to what some would call "NAFTA effects and globalization." For trade agnostics, NAFTA is often considered to have been a modest success in the 1990s with respect to job creation, which was one of its major selling points to skeptical U.S. and Canadian publics. The expectation was that job losses in labor intensive industries would be offset by gains in the high performance sectors. At least it could be credibly argued that more competitive industries would actually lead to higher wages in the export sector. 13 The record reveals a more complex picture. In the United States, where the costs of adjustment were higher than anticipated, there were many more regional losers at the state level. Trade fairness was not part of the deal.
Decline in U.S. Manufacturing Employment but Exports Soar
For US workers the adjustment process has been painful. Deere are among those shipping Canadian production to the U.S. heartland. The U.S. press does not report on the fact that U.S. factories are the winners in this zero-sum game of reorganizing North America's industry. Despite the stable workforce and universal health care in Ontario, it is unlikely that the majority of these jobs will return to the province once the economy recovers from the current recession.
Structural Divergence is a powerful predictor of the values and attitudes that shape modern public policy.
Stephen At the time of financial crisis, the idea of a North American community seems much reduced with less luminosity as a strategy for action and a broad vision idea. 22 Mexicans, Canadians, and
Americans are drawn instinctively to the ideal of good neighbors, but the evidence that they belong to an imagined community knit together by some deep horizontal ties that bind is weak.
State capacities in North America remain organized around territorial lines and function optimally on local, regional, and national scales. Too many North Americans believe they are outsiders in their own communities, not to speak of their relation to a trilateral, supranational entity.
Thick Borders & the Challenge of North American Policy Coordination
So what then is the future of North America as an agenda setting public policy idea?
Under current circumstances, the new dangers in North America from massive economic instability seem to outnumber the prospects for new opportunities to strengthen the North American community and trilateralism. is striking to reflect on the fact that in difficult economic times, NAFTA is of no assistance whatsoever in restoring economic confidence in the three signatory countries. NAFTA has no proactive macroeconomic role in managing North America's economy or neutralizing U.S.
protectionist measures.
Second, the premise of deep integration was to spread prosperity throughout North America and narrow the income divide. According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the gap between the rich and the poor has widened over the past 20 years.
Experts use the GINI coefficient to measure income inequality. 24 In the OECD's latest report published in October 2008, Mexico and Turkey were found to have the highest inequality in incomes followed by Portugal and the United States. Denmark and Sweden were the most equal societies in terms of disposal income. What is significant is that countries, such as France, Greece, and Spain, which bucked the trend and narrowed the gap, did so because of rapid growth in employment and real incomes.
Growing North American inequality polarizes and divides, and nowhere is this starker than in the United States. "Rich households in America have been leaving both middle and poorer income groups behind. This has been happening in many countries but nowhere has this trend been so stark as in the US," reported the OECD. 25 Governments of this continent need to invest more in health and education in order to address the social costs of so many poorly educated people who do not have access to the full education they need to acquire the skills necessary to obtain better paid employment. Canada and the United States are wealthy societies, but they have created a reserve army of 18-30-year old, undereducated male youths who have dropped out of high school and have no skills to speak of.
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The singular focus on global competitiveness has made public authorities dangerously complacent and indifferent to the real life obstacles that stand in the way of social mobility for millions of North Americans. In the post-Bush era, the challenge will be to identify the best practices to enhance income distribution and address the spiral of inequality. Radical action is needed "not only to ensure the survival of the core banking system"; the reality is that governments have to be ready to pump new money and other kinds of resources into narrowing the inequality gap. It should be remembered that families at the bottom of the financial food chain are as much in crisis as the financial system.
The current economic slowdown and financial distress have also effectively imposed a limit on what market solutions can reasonably "solve." The statements from North America's power elites about the need for collaborative binational strategies no longer match their actions.
National policymaking is the option of choice and the default mode. There is no public appetite for a comprehensive agreement that would eliminate the barriers to the free flow of commerce, goods, and citizens between Canada and the United States. The U.S. model of less state and lower taxes is not the high standard any longer, and Canadians and Americans both understand that protecting the continent's environmental and economic safety has to be the responsibility of national governments. Canadians have become suspicious of integration based on a laissez-faire model of public policy regulation practice. With an unprecedented banking crisis, there will be other incentives to revive the Canada-U.S. dialogue.
Prologue to the Future: Next Steps
In an Obama presidency, public policy agenda setting, consensus building, and implementation will be increasingly nation-centered. At this juncture, it is hard to see how there will be much movement with respect to the North American model of negative integration of three countries with such vastly different geopolitical spaces, histories, and configurations of political and economic power. In 2001-02, the Canadian House of Commons Standing Committee on foreign affairs and international trade undertook an extensive cross-country consultation and came to the conclusion that "the project of North America, whatever is turns out to be, is yet to be defined"; a conclusion that has not lost its relevance in the succeeding years. As the prospects for agenda setting for a North America community grows dimmer, academic interest has reached new 155 heights of conjecture. The inverse ratio of expert speculation to reality should set alarm bells ringing. The absence of any practical notion of trade fairness and the fortification of the border are reason enough to worry profoundly about the perilous, unsettled times ahead.
Theoretical Reprise
The chapter makes the case how the border complexities involve both "spheres of sovereign competence" and interstate negotiations. Daniel Drache's 2004 model of border governance underlying the multidimensional nature of the Canada-US border has a more general application also to the Mexico-US border. Crime, immigration, citizenship and regulatory standards in the area of health and the environment require complex intergovernmental strategies that are difficult to co-ordinate and effect policy coherence. The critical issue seems to be the decline of governance prospects since 9/11 and the reordering of US priorities and needs. Explaining that necessitates developing more adequate beyond models and theories that address the issue of complex transborder policy unilateralism and interdependency.
